
Beyond the Blaze



Why aren’t plants regrowing in some areas on Mt. Lemmon 
after the Bighorn fire?

This can be helpful to everyone because the more trees and plants and 
the less dead burned areas the better. This is also beneficial to scientists 
that work with plants, soil, or fires.

Question



Background Information

My background researched showed information about the Bighorn fire and how 

there are areas on Mt. Lemmon where the plant life isn’t regrowing. 

Also when there is a fire and it burns the plant life away, it makes certain nutrients 

more accessible. But it turns other nutrients into gases that evaporate, like nitrogen. 

And that fires can actually be good because they accelerate the natural process of 

plants breaking down. However, fires burn all the plants which can take lots to 

regrow.



Hypothesis and Variables
If I test the soil at each location that matches my criteria, on Mt. Lemmon, to determine how the 
nitrogen, phosphorus, potash, moisture, and light of the soil changes, then I expect there to be a 
deficiency in nitrogen and a surplus in other nutrients in the areas where the fires had happened.
I base my hypothesis on my background research which said that fires can make the soil more 
accessible to nutrients but tends to lose the nitrogen in the soil. 

Independent: Locations on Mt. 
Lemmon where there:
● Was no fire
● Was fire but has regrown
● Was fire but has not regrown

Dependent: Conditions I will measure:
● Nitrogen                                       
● Phosphorus   
● Potash                                          
● Moisture level
● Light levelControlled: 

● Took all soil samples same day
● Did all tests same day
● Luster Leaf Rapitest Soil Test kits
● Hydrofarm 3-way meter    



Materials List

Collecting data and samples:
● Hydrofarm 3-Way meter               
● Plastic Bags 16.5 cm x 14.9 cm
● Masking tape, Sharpie 
● Plastic Shovel 
● Notebook, pencil

Testing the soil samples:
● Luster Leaf Rapitest Soil Test 

Kit for phosphorus, potash, 
and nitrogen                    

● 80 mL measuring cup
● Notebook, pencil
● 6 plastic cups
● Timer on iPhone 



Procedure
Tests on Mt. Lemmon:
1.  Drive up Mt. Lemmon and find 
the places that match my criteria 
2.  In notebook write whether is was 
fire, fire regrown, or no fire
3.  Collect soil sample with a shovel
  a. Put soil in bag
  b. Label bag with masking tape and 
Sharpie and what number location
4.  Put 3-way meter in the soil to
   a. Measure the light
   b. Measure the moisture
5.  Record all the data into notebook

Testing soil for Nitrogen, Phosphorus, and Potash (at home): 
1. Choose bag of soil and cover work area 
2. Use 80 mL measuring cup and put 80 mL of soil and 393.72  
mL of distilled water in plastic cup
3. Stir for 20 seconds
4. Let sit for 24 hours 
5. Use pipette and squirt only the liquid from from the mixture 
into the test chamber and into the reference fill chamber
6. Open and pour capsule in test chamber
7. Put lid on and shake for 20 seconds
8. Set timer for 10 minutes
9. When the timer ends, go outside in daylight and compare the 
test chamber to the reference chamber.
10. Analyze and record data in notebook
11. Do steps 5-10 for Potash, Nitrogen, and Phosphorus
12. Repeat steps 1-11 for all the locations on Mt. Lemmon



Pictures - No Fire 
Locations 1 & 2



Pictures - Fire Regrown
Locations 3 & 4 



Pictures - Burned
Locations 5 & 6



Location Type of Location Nitrogen Phosphorus Potash Moisture Light

1 No fire N2 Adequate P2 Adequate K3 Sufficient 1: Dry 1100: Light

2 No fire N3 Sufficient P2 Adequate K2 Adequate 2: Dry 900: Light

3 Fire regrown N1 Deficient P3 Sufficient K2 Adequate 1: Dry 900: Light

4 Fire regrown N1 Deficient P4 Surplus K2 Adequate 1: Dry 700: Light

5 Burned N0 Depleted P3 Sufficient K4 Surplus 1: Dry 950: Light

6 Burned N0 Depleted P4 Surplus K2 Adequate 1: Dry 900: Light

Graphed Results



Written Results

Locations: I chose 6 locations on Mt. Lemmon. 2 where there was no fire, 2 where the fire had 
burned the area, and 2 where a burned area had regrown

No Fire: There was an average of P2 phosphorus meaning adequate. There was an average of N2.5 
nitrogen meaning between adequate and sufficient. There was an average of K2.5 potash meaning 
between adequate and sufficient. Moisture had an average of 1.5 meaning dry and light had an 
average of 1000 meaning light. 

Fire Regrown: There was an average of P3.5 phosphorus meaning between sufficient and surplus. 
There was an average of N1 nitrogen meaning deficient. There was an average of K2 potash 
meaning adequate. Moisture had an average of 1 meaning dry and light had an average of 800 
meaning light. 

Burned: There was an average of P3.5 phosphorus meaning between sufficient and surplus. There 
was an average of N0 nitrogen meaning depleted. There was an average of K3 potash meaning 
sufficient. Moisture had an average of 1 meaning dry and light had an average of 925 meaning light. 







Conclusion
My hypothesis was proven correct. The nitrogen in the fire areas was lower than in the 
no fire areas. There was N0 in the burned areas meaning nitrogen was depleted. And in 
the fire regrown there was an average of N1 meaning deficient, but in the no fire areas 
there was an average of N2.5 meaning between adequate and sufficient. 

Also there was sufficiency in the other nutrients in the fire areas. In the burned areas the 
nutrients phosphorus and potash averaged 3 meaning sufficient. But in the no fire areas 
the nutrients averaged 2.25 meaning adequate.

The moisture and light was not a factor between no fire, fire regrown, and burned.

A limitation that affected my project was the accessibility of the locations. I could only 
test public areas. Another factor that could have affected the outcome was the locations 
I chose to test.
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